Redactions
Automate document
redactions using one
simple application.

1.

Automate document redactions using one
simple application.
Ensuring consistency and accuracy when applying redactions during a
document review exercise can be repetitive and time consuming, involving
unnecessarily duplication of work.

Using Mask-it! to manage your redaction exercise
saves countless hours of manual work by:

Automatically redacting
keywords and regular
expressions

Automatically redacting
personal information and email
headers

Simultaneously applying
redactions to all copies of a
document

Keeping track of what
redactions have been applied
and by whom

Redacting multiple document
types, including Word, Excel, Pdf
and Email

Exporting permanently redacted
documents from Relativity with
ease

2.

Mask-it! for Excel
Often, both relevant information and privileged or sensitive material
requiring redaction can be found within the same Excel spreadsheet.
Mask-it! allows users to redact the native version of the Excel, directly
within Relativity.

Before

After

Mask-it! enables:
• Point and click redaction of Excels
• Automatic bulk redaction applying keywords and rules
• Discovery of tracked changes and comments
• Exposure of hidden cells
• Automatic isolation and extraction of specific rows from Excel spreadsheets

3.

As well redacting keywords, Mask-it! is powered by technology that
identifies both simple instances (phone numbers, emails, names and
credit card numbers) and more subtle instances (such as documents
discussing a person’s political or religious beliefs) of personal information
within documents, which can either be highlighted or automatically
redacted.

Maskit enables users to highlight keywords and email headers within
documents before choosing whether to redact them

Relativity Compatibility & Access
Mask-it! fully adheres to Relativity and Relativity One’s security
requirements. It was built using Relativity’s standard APIs and objects and
seamlessly integrates with the software, reducing the need for separate
training and support time. Mask-it! is simple to install using the Relativity
Application Deployment System.
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